CUGGL MAPLE PUSHCHAIR
IMPORTANT- KEEP THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FURTHER REFERENCE

703/3094

Important-Please read the instruction fully before starting assembly
If you need help or have further question, call the Customer Helpline 03456 400 800

Important-Please read the instruction before assembly and keep it for further reference

Thank you for choosing our product. Please always read all the instructions
provided carefully before use and remember, your child’s safety may be affected
if you do not follow these instructions. The stroller is suitable for children under
36 months. The max load of the stroller is 15kg, never over loaded.

The parking device shall be engaged when placing and
removing the children

as the baby does not has ability to control its head.

Any load attached to the handle and/or on the back of the
backrest and/or on the sides of the pushchair will affect
the stability of the pushchair.
Only replacement parts supplied or recommended by the
manufacturer/distributor shall be used.
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Name of parts
View window

Handle bar

Canopy

Hand hook

Safety belt
Leg-rest
adjustment button

Storage basket

Brake lever

Rear wheel

Front wheel

Components

If you need help or have further question,
call the Customer Helpline 03456 400 800

Please check if you have all the parts listed below before starting assembly

Foot muff

Front wheel
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Raincover

Attach the swivel wheels by
locating the wheel under the
frame tube.
Put the wheels upwards until
the wheels clicks into position.
(fig 3)

Fix the snap button of the
canopy one the each side
and the back on the
backrest.(fig 3)
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Follow the arrow 1 or arrow 2
to close or open the hood.

Harness & Buckle:
To fasten the waist harness:
Insert both buckle clips into
each side of the buckle.
Listen for the “click”.
To release the harness:
Squeeze the buckles and pull
apart.
To adjust the buckle:
To adjust the shoulder straps
move the slides as shown
on. (fig 5)
Note: you can adjust the
shoulder straps length
according to the baby height.

Step 6
Press the left & right button
underneath to lower or raise
the leg-rest. (fig 6)
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Step 7

7
Step 8

8

Lift and hold the seat backrest
adjustment lever and move the
seat unit upwards or downwards
to upright, semi-recline or full
recline.
Release the backrest adjustment
lever and wait to hear a “click”
for each position to lock into
place.
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Step 10

Place the raincover over hood
and then cover the stroller.
Fasten the hook & loop straps
position on the A, B and C
as picture show. (fig10)
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Step 11
To Fit The Foot Muff
There is belt with button on top of
foot muff at both side, put the foot
muff on stroller, wrap the belt
around the frame tube and then
fasten the button.

Belt with button

Foot muff
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Note: always fold the canopy
before folding your pushchair
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If you need help or have further question, call the Customer Helpline 03456 400 800

